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SAFETY LEVIES AMENDMENT BILL 2019 
Assembly’s Message 

Message from the Assembly received and read notifying that it had made the amendments requested by the Council. 

As to Committee Stage 

On motion by Hon Alannah MacTiernan (Minister for Regional Development), resolved — 

That consideration of the Legislative Assembly’s message be taken forthwith in Committee of the Whole House. 

Committee 

Resumed from 21 October. The Deputy Chair of Committees (Hon Martin Aldridge) in the chair; Hon Alannah 
MacTiernan (Minister for Regional Development) in charge of the bill. 

Clause 2: Commencement — 

Progress was reported after the committee resolved to request the Assembly make amendments. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Members, we are in committee on the Safety Levies Amendment Bill 2019. Members 
will recall that on the last occasion the committee considered this bill, it resolved to send a message to the 
Legislative Assembly to request that it make two amendments to clause 2. The Legislative Assembly has now sent 
message 229 to inform the Legislative Council that the Assembly has made the amendments as requested. These 
amendments are incorporated into version 156–2 of the bill that is being circulated. Given that the amendments 
have been made by the Legislative Assembly and not by the Legislative Council, the question before the committee 
is that clause 2 stand as printed. 

Point of Order 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: The first observation I make is that I had understood that this particular bill would be 
progressed by the government tomorrow morning. As the opposition lead speaker on this matter, this is the first time 
I am aware that this would be coming on at 6.13 this evening. 

That said, my question is really seeking a point of view from you, Mr Deputy Chair, to ascertain the process here. 
I have just been provided a bill that is marked 156–2. My question is whether we should be proceeding in this fashion. 
The version of the bill that the chamber is to consider has not been second read. There was a second reading of 
version 156–1 of the Safety Levies Amendment Bill 2019. The document we have in front of us is not that bill, so 
my question is whether we need to have a vote on the second reading of this version of the bill and possibly even 
a vote on the first reading, before we can proceed in the fashion that we are. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Minister, I am dealing with a point of order. Do you want to be heard on the point of order? 

Hon ALANNAH MacTIERNAN: I want to be heard on this matter. Yesterday evening, on learning that these 
amendments had passed through the Legislative Assembly, I approached Mr Clerk and asked what the procedure 
would be and whether the bill would be required to be second read. Mr Clerk, at the time, cited, I believe, a precedent 
of some 23 years or so ago and advised me that this would be introduced and that we would move straight into 
committee. I believe that the procedure that we are following is very much based on the Clerk’s advice. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Martin Aldridge): Members, I am dealing with a point of order from Hon Nick Goiran. 
I can advise that there is no point of order. This bill was the 156–1 version of the bill, as Hon Nick Goiran said, and 
it was second read and went into committee. A message was then sent to the Assembly for amendments to be made. 
Those amendments have now been returned to the Legislative Council via message 229. We are proceeding with 
consideration of the 156–2 version of the bill with the requested amendments made by the Legislative Assembly. 
The question is that clause 2 stand as printed. 

Committee Resumed 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Mr Deputy Chair, I thank you for that clarification on that technical point. I take it then, of 
course, in the fullness of time when the Safety Levies Amendment Bill has made its way out of the Committee of 
the Whole House, the government will want the house to adopt the committee’s report and may even have an appetite 
to deal with the matter forthwith for a third reading, and possibly even ask for the suspension of standing orders 
and the like. I indicate to the government that in the event that there is sufficient time to do that, I will not be agreeing 
to that, given the discourtesy that has been shown. 

Nevertheless, the matter currently before us is clause 2 of the Safety Levies Amendment Bill, which indicates that 
certain things are dependent upon part 15 of the Work Health and Safety Act 2019. My question to the minister is: 
when will part 15 come into operation? 
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Hon ALANNAH MacTIERNAN: I am going to get more advice on that. My understanding is that this bill was 
designed to tie in with the Work Health and Safety Bill and that part 15 of the Work Health and Safety Act will come 
in on proclamation day. Proclamation day will not be on assent day; it will be once the regulations are ready that 
that part of the bill will be proclaimed, and this bill will come into operation at the that time. 

Progress reported and leave granted to sit again, pursuant to standing orders. 
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